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of this city has value ; nor could it be traced by turning to ' Ethiopia,' fi r
under this latter name there is no reference to Moses' campaign against
the Ethiopians. Though it is a revision of Whiston's translation the
book is not a complete edition of Whiston's Joscphus. The notes and
dissertations are suppressed as being ' antiquated in matter, and still more
in spirit.' In addition to revising the translation Dr. Margoliouth has
written a discriminating appreciation of Josephus and his works, and
appended five notes, one of which deals with Josephus's testimony to Christ.
In this Dr. Margoliouth accepts as genuine the simple references to
Christ in Ant. xx. ix. 1, and appears inclined to accept the genuineness in
part of the account given in XVIII. iii. 8. In the introduction, on the
other hand, his words seem rather to suggest that the entire section is
' certainly a Christian interpolation.' In the introduction and notes most
of the important monographs on Josephus are mentioned. The closely
printed pages are unattractive, but this must perhaps be accepted as the
necessary consequence of the low price at which this volume of over a
thousand pages is published, G. B. G.

Mr. G. F. Abbott's Israel in Europe (London: Macmillan, 1907),
admirable as are its tone and purpose, suffers from the fact that the
authorities consulted are chiefly those on the Jewish side ; that, in fact,
what is needed is again to return to original authorities, whether Latin
or Hebrew, and from them to reconstruct the history to which this book
serves as a finger-post. Mr. Abbott also is unfair in his attitude to the
medieval church. He does not realise at all the work it did for morality
nor the justification there was for its fight against usury. Nor does he
grasp the fact that the absolute hold of the king over the Jews rendered
them a means whereby despotism might be promoted. This is brought
out by Dr. Gross (Anglo-Jewish Historical Exhibition Papers, p. 211),
who shows the real concessions to popular government which followed the
Expulsion. Mr. Abbott's book is planned on a large scale. He modestly
disclaims having given an exhaustive treatment. But a book which
begins with Philo, passes on through Maimonides to Spinoza, deals with
the liberty accorded to Jews in Holland, and then throws a great deal of
light on their present position in Roumania cannot fail to be stimulating.
The intense moral purpose pervading Mr. Abbott's book is of great value,
and he will not improbably lead others to work in detail, and from
original authorities, at those periods and subjects to which he has been
one of the first to direct general attention in England. E. R. Y.

It was shown in 1905 by B. Keil that the speech ik (iao-ikia, which
appears among the works of Aristides, was not written by that rhetor,
but is a panegyric of later date addressed probably to the emperor
Macrinus. In the Philologicheskic etiudy i zamietki of Niezhin (xxiii.
2, vi.) Ivan Turtsevich writes (in German, especially for the benefit of
Keil) in support of this view, at which he had arrived independently seven
years ago, and defends it against the counter-theory of Domaszewski that
the author was Callinicus the sophist and the emperor Gallienus. The
most important point he makes is that the words designating the
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emperor's position before his elevation (§ 18 : TVJV -n-pwTr
ervxe raxOek) refer not to the lowest office {advocatus fisci, Keil), but to
the highest—namely, the praetorian prefecture. J. B. B.

Dr. Justus Leo's excellent monograph on Die Entwicklung dcs dltesten
japanischen Seelenlebens (Leipzig: Voigtliinder, 1907) is a study of the uta
(lays) in the Kojiki, the Nihongi, and the Manyoshiu. It is more than
doubtful whether any of the uta are earlier in their present form than
the fourth or fifth century of our era—that is, all of them have been
manipulated in a more or less Chinese spirit. The real division of them,
therefore, is into lays which have least, those which have more, and those
which have most, of the Chinese element in them. The first category
are what the author calls ' typical,' and, roughly, may be ascribed to the
two centuries preceding the sixth century. These are found mainly in
the Kojiki and Nihongi, into the texts of which they have been inserted
as more or less illustrative of the passages they are connected with. But
very often they are but barely so ; probably in very few cases were they
composed, so to speak, ad hoc. Sometimes the text may have been
written up to the interpolated uta; more often, perhaps, these were
ancient chants (or parts thereof), the true significance and occasion of
which were forgotten, adapted in various ways to the passages where
they occur. In the seventh century the polity of China was taken • over
in block; it was an anticipation, analogically at least, of what nearly
took place in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and actually did
take place in the nineteenth. The uta of the seventh and eighth cen-
turies, of which the Manyoshiu, is the earliest collection, are more and
more distinctly Chinese in tone and character. In the Manydshiu there
are many shi (poems in Chinese), and even prose compositions in pure
Chinese. The later the uta are, the more Buddhist do they become;
the earliest are less shinto than mikadoist in character, the mikado being
honoured not so much as the successor of his foregoers as being a direct
incarnation of the divine powers, which were also the makers of the
Japanese islands and all that in them is. It is only when Chinese
influences become predominant that what we commonly regard as the
distinctive decoration of Japanese poetry, later of Japanese art, is found—
the extremely limited comprehension of natural beauty that soon became
a still narrower conventionalism, pleasing in itself, but so destructive in
effect that by the end of the eighth century Japanese poetry was dead,
never to be revived. This course is well shown by the author. The
defect of the monograph is that the uncertainty of the texts and the
difficulties of the interpretation (based almost wholly on the guesses of
much later commentators) are not sufficiently considered. The transla-
tions of the uta are founded upon those contained in Mr. Chamberlain's
version of the Kojiki and Dr. Aston's version of the Nihongi; but these
translations require an extended revision. F. V. D.

In St. George, Champion of Christendom and Patron Saint of
England (London: Swan Sonnenschein, 1907), Mrs. Gordon essays
to substantiate the literal accuracy of the legend that has accumulated
round the name of St. George : the main point left undecided by
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